
Sl. No.
Name of candidate & details 
of ex. employee,

Date of death / 
M.U/Registration

Remarks Action to be taken

1

Mangla Rai,                               
Ex.TM-IV/Engg/DDU
(COVID Case)

24.04.2021

Widow has been advised to submit Paper notification and family 
particulars issued by civil authority which has been received but 
CO, Rohtas has cancelled the said family particulars vide his 
office letter no. 312, dt. 05.05.22 which has been received in this 
office on 15.05.22. The matter has been put-up for further 
decision.

Document awaited

2
A. Munda,                                        
Ex. Loco Pilot (P)/DDU
(COVID Case)

08.05.2021
Additional time asked by widow for 01 year vide application 
dt. 26.05.2021 since applicant/son Sushovit Munda is 
studying in last semester from IIT/BHU.

Time sought

3
Javed Alam, Ex. TGT/Urdu/Inter 
College/DDU (COVID Case)

08.05.2021
Case is reistered as minor. DOB of applicant Tousif Jawed is 
22.09.2005 and will attain majority on 21.09.2023. Hence 
process for CGA will be done after that.

Minor

List of CGA Position (Covid+ Non Covid) as on 06.06.2022

4
Mahfooz Hashmi, Ex. RS/Gaya 
(COVID Case)

12.05.2021
Case is reisterrred as minor. DOB of applicant Mubashir 
Hashmi is 02..11.2006 and will attain majority on 
01.11.2024. Hence process for CGA will be done after that.

Minor

5
Nageshwar, ex- TM under 
PWI/Gaya 

21.01.2022

As per remarks of Sr. DPO, widow has been requested to submit 
family particulars issued from civil authority vide this office 
letter dt. 26.05.22 but the same is still awaited. Also, WI has 
been instructed for on spot verification report regarding 
genuninty of the case and difference in the name of ex. employee 
vide this office letter dt. 26.05.22 which is still awaited.

Document awaited

6
Kalawati Devi, Safaiwali/RMP 
School, DDU

21.03.2022
Required documents i.e. Caste certificate, income certificate, 
residential certificate etc.  not submitted by candidate.

Document awaited

7
Dhirendra Prasad, TM-III/MDJ 
Under SSE/East/JPL

01.05.2022
Required documents i.e. Caste certificate, income certificate, 
residential certificate etc.  not submitted by candidate.

Document awaited


